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Alternative OS – Lecture 4

Plan:

1. Recall last lecture
2. Unix  philosophy
3. File permissions and ownership
4. chmod – change file permissions
5. chown – change file ownership
6. chgrp – change group
7. viewing files

1. Recall last lecture

We have learnt basic operations with files and directories.

Files, we can:

• Copy – cp [options] file1 file2
• Move – mv [options] file1 file2
• Remove – rm [options] file

Directories, we can:

• Choose directory – cd [directory]
• List directory content
• (or file permissions) – ls  [options] [directory or filename]
• Print working directory – pwd
• Make a directory – mkdir [options] directory
• Remove a directory – rmdir [options] directory

Every directory in the Unix file system tree has a path, leading to it.

• If the path starts at the root of the tree, the path is called absolute.

% cd /home/student/one  <- ABSOLUTE PATH

• If the path starts at the current working directory, the path is called
relative.

% cd /home/student <- ABSOLUTE PATH

% cd one <- RELATIVE PATH

2. Unix philosophy
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We already know some basics of the Unix philosophy:

• Multi-user
• Multitasking
• Concise notation
• Designed for programmers

However, there’s still something important that we ought to know:

• Everything is a file!

This is why you can do nearly everything in Unix through manipulating files.
Note that Unix is also a multi-user OS! That means that more than one user can
access the files at the same time! How to organize this multi-user access to the files
so that it does not cause conflicts? What if you have some private files that you
don’t want others to see?

3. File ownership and permissions

Unix is like Capitalism – everything belongs to somebody, and I know who he is!
Jokes aside, every file in a Unix has an owner. For example all files in your home
directory belong to YOU. You can edit them, move them around and even delete
them.  Usually it is prohibited to other users to even SEE what you have in your
home directory, Unix takes care for your privacy. Try to list another user’s home
directory, and you’ll see how the system will kick you off!

All users of a particular Unix system are neatly organized into groups. So that not
only files belong to users, but also users belong to groups. A user can belong to
more than one group! Only groups do not belong to anybody.

• A group of all users is called  staff;
• A  group of system administration team is called admin;
• There are many more groups!

You can set permissions of the files you own:

• For the owner of the file;
• For one of the groups that the owner belongs to;
• For the rest of the people.

The permissions can be of three kinds:

• You let to read the file
• You let to write (change) the file
• You let to execute the file.
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For example, you have a very dangerous program that can erase all the work you
have done. Then you might like to switch off the execute permission of that file
for yourself.

The list of the users is contained in /etc/passwd. The list of all groups
is contained in /etc/group. The list of groups is suplemented by the
lists of users that belong to that groups.

4. chmod – change file permissions.

  The owner of any given file can call chmod (change mode)
command to change permissions of the file. This command has following
syntax:

chmod [options] mode file(s)_or_directory

Example:

       ugo
% chmod 751 file_one

This magical 751 number is a numeric set of permissions set to the
file “ file_one”:

7 5 1
user group others

Every permission  in Unix has its numeric equivalent:

Read = 4;  Write = 2;  Execute = 1.

Thus in the example above we set following permissions:

User: 4 + 2 + 1 = Read + Write + Execute = 7
Group: 4 + 1 =  Read + Execute = 5
Others: 1 = Execute = 1
751

There is also a symbolic syntax for chmod command:
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chmod [options] [who]operation[permissions] file(s)_or_directory

Where
operation can be one of {+, -, =}
who is a combination of {u, g, o}
permissions is a combination of {r, w, x}

For example, the same effect as in the previous example Can be
achieved by the command:

% chmod u=rwx,g=rx,o=x file_one

The chmod command has two options:

• -f – force, no error messages;
• -R – recursively descend through the directory structure, and

change the modes.

5. chown – change file ownership

Ownership of a file can be changed only by the system administrator.
It is done by chown (change ownership) command.

chown [options] user[.group] file

This command has the same options as chmod

6. chgrp – change group

However, anyone can change the group of files he owns. The group
of the files can be changed to another group that their owner belongs
to. The chgrp command has following syntax:

chgrp [options] group file

The chgrp command has two common options:

-f – force, and don’t report any errors
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-R – recursively descend through the directory structure

Example:

% chgrp new_group file

7. Viewing files

We are already familiar with the powerful vi editor. However sometimes
we would just like a file to be displayed, and we don’t need to change the
file. There is a number of programs used to display files. There is a short
list of them.

• cat [options] [file] – concatenate (list) a file;
• more [options] file – page through a text file;
• less [options] file – the “opposite of more”, a better version of

more. This program is based on more and vi. It has an improved
compared to more functionality, but lacks vi’s complexity.

• head [-number] file – shows first ten (or more) lines of the file;
• tail [-number] file – shows last ten (or more) lines of the file.

Let us now give a little more attention to each of these commands.

a. cat command.

This command displays files content and quits. It has a very
simple syntax:

cat [options] [file]

The options can be:

-n – precede each line with the line number;
-v – display non-printing characters, except tabulations,
new line characters and form-feed characters;
-e – display $ character at the end of each line.

You can list a series of files in the command line. The cat
command will concatenate them.
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Examples:

% cat file_1.txt
% cat file_1.txt file_2.txt file_3.txt

b. more or less…

If the file is too large to fit on the screen, if you would like to
page through the file, the cat command is not enough. You
need either more or less. The two commands are very similar
in usage and functionality. They let you page through the file.
As it is mentioned, less is a more powerful version of more.
There is an obvious irony in the naming, isn’t there?

Usually, more is simply an alias to less -E in modern
Unix systems. This is why we further consider only the less
command. The -E option will tell less to quit when you page
down to the end of the file.

The syntax of less is:

less [options] [+/”search_pattern”] filename

The options are:

• -c – clear display before displaying;
• -i – ignore case (treat upper case the same way as the

lower case: A=a);
• -E – exit at the end of the file;
• +/”pattern” – search for the pattern in the file.

As we mentioned before, less offers paging abilities. The set of
internal commands is used to control the viewer. These
commands are entered while the less viewer is running
(displaying a file). Let’s list a small subset of these internal
commands:

• <space bar> - view next screen;
• <return> - view one more line;
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• j – scroll one line down;
• k – scroll one line up;
• f – forward one window;
• b – backward one window;
• q – quit;
• h – help;
• /word – search for the word.

c. head and tail…

Sometimes, in fact quite often, we need to see just the tail or
the head of the file. Say, we want to know if it is the file we
are looking for. There are two very simple and useful
commands that were designed exactly for this purpose.

The syntax is:

head [-number] filename

tail [-number] filename

By default the head  command will show first ten lines,
and the tail will show last ten lines. The most common
option available for these two commands is the number of
lines. If you specify it then the commands will display your
own number of lines.

     Examples:

% head –45 myfile.txt

% head myfile2.txt

% tail –20  hello.pas

% tail myfile2.txt

Conclusion
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Unix is an operating system where everything is a file. This concept,
nevertheless, should coexist with multi-user nature of Unix. This is achieved
by the ownership and permissions mechanism.

We learnt

• what permissions are;
• that every file is owned by somebody;
• how to change ownership, group and permissions;
• how to display small and large files.

End of the lecture.
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